
Increasingly diverse and close-knit, these communities aren’t equipped for 
athletics. The kids often need assistance with transportation, lack adult support, 
and many don’t even have proper shoes. 

Kids of STEEL changes all of that. We motivate kids with fun activities that 
build strength and flexibility. We host food tastings to show that healthy meals can 
also taste great. And we provide extra support, whether a kid needs a new pair of 
shoes or a ride to one of our races (like the Kids Marathon), where they cap off 
their training in front a cheering crowd.

Your donation helps, making running and eating the cool thing to do, and it 
changes the way these kids live and how they feel about themselves. 

Students constantly rush up to me to tell me how far they ran or what new 
foods they have tried. When we give out shoes—which, for some, may be the only 
new thing they get all year—the kids tell me they finally feel like “real runners.” 
They’re eager to hit the roads or trails and put miles on their new shoes. 

And, when we help one child, that effect spreads outwards, touching families 
and whole neighborhoods. One of the girls in the program hated running when we 
started out. Now she loves it, and she even runs with her dad, which is not only 
helping them to get healthy but to spend quality time together.

When I train with these students, it’s more than running... I hope to show 
them how to have confidence, practice sportsmanship and set and achieve goals. 

We’re at capacity in our programming right now, and P3R and I would love to 
expand to be able to serve more children.

I was in their place once, and I truly believe that with faith and hard work, 
each of us can achieve our dreams. I believe in my students because if I have made 
it this far, then anyone can. 

Thank you for helping to instill lifelong, healthy habits in the kids we serve. 
Sincerely,

Stewart Jones
Youth Outreach Coordinator

P.S.  Even if you can’t make it to a race to cheer them on, you can get kids to the 
start  line of healthy habits by making a gift to P3R’s youth programs today. 

Dear (Salutation Name),

As a youth, I was anything but confident. I suffered from low self-esteem and 
struggled to find my way. Running enhanced my self esteem, and through a 
scholarship, I achieved a great education. If I didn't use my talent in running, I doubt I 
would have gone to college, and it would have been much harder to resist the street 
life, fast money and negative consequences that come from that lifestyle. 

Today, as a USATF-certified coach and P3R’s Youth Outreach Coordinator, I’m 
passing those lessons onto a new generation of kids.

Please join me in giving kids the confidence, strength, and joy that comes 
from running by donating to P3R’s youth programs today. 

You already know P3R for our world-class races like DICK'S Sporting Goods 
Pittsburgh Marathon, EQT 10 Miler and Toyota Pittsburgh Kids Marathon. But we’re much 
more than that. Since 2010, P3R has motivated nearly 18,000 children to pursue 
quality nutrition and an active lifestyle through the Kids of STEEL Program. Our 
certified nutrition professionals, coaches, and dedicated volunteers help children in 
grades 1- 6 to build their fitness and have fun. 

And it’s getting noticed--Kids of STEEL is so effective that it was named the 
Youth Program of the Year at the 2016 Running USA Conference!

P3R depends on the generosity of donors like you so that we can offer this 
program free to schools and community groups throughout western Pennsylvania. 
It’s especially important to the kids I work with in underserved neighborhoods.

That’s why we have set a fundraising goal of $13,000 to expand programming 
in urban and rural areas where children are at greater risk for health issues, 
including obesity.
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